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SYNONYMS

1)CONVICT:- The word Convict(Noun) means : a person who has been
found guilty of crime and sent to prison
2) ITINERANT:- The word Itinerant(Adjective) means : travelling from
place to place The word Transparent (Adjective) means : sincere: frank,
clear, , lucid
3) ENLIVEN:- The word Enliven(Verb) means : to make something more
interesting or more fun: cheer
4) HAUGHTY:- The word Haughty ( Adjective) means: arrogant, behaving
in an unfriendly ways towards other people : conceited ; having too much
pride
5) DEMENTED:- The word Demented(Adjective) means : behaving in a
crazy way because you are extremely upset : having a mental illness ;
idiotic.
ANTONYMS

1)JEST: The word Jest(Noun) means : taunt: joke something saidor done to
amuse people. The opposite word Gravity (Noun) means; extreme
importance; and a cause for anxiety : seriousness
2) CURTAIL:- The word curtail (Verb) ; to limit something make it last for a
shorter time. The opposite word Lengthen (Verb) means: to make
something longer: to become longer

3) APPLAUD:- The word Applaud( Verb) means: approve: to express praise
for somebody severely : rebuke
4) JADE:- The word Jade( Verb) means: harass; make tired and bored. The
opposite word Cheer(Verb) means; to show support; to give
encouragement
5) APPRECIATION:- The word Appreciation(noun) means : a full or
sympathetic understanding of something; pleasure; admiration. The
opposite word Antipathy(noun) means; a strong feeling of dislike; hostility
PHRASE & IDIOMS

1)Made no bones means:- did not have any hesitation in
2) Heads with roll means:- Transfers will take place
3) Made a clean breast of means- Confessed without reserves
4) To keep up means:- To be on par
5) Showing wild oats means:- Irresponsible pleasure seeking in young age

ONE WORD
SUBSTITUTION

1)One who goes to settle to another country:- Emigrant
2) One who hates mankind:-Misanthrope
3) Belonging to all parts of the world:- Cosmopolitan
4) One who walks on ropes:-Funambulist
5) The study of the origin and history of words:- Etymology
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